ECLIPSE TALENT AGENCY
SUBMISSION RELEASE AGREEMENT

I, _______________________________________________, (hereinafter referred to as Writer) in
submitting my written work (hereinafter referred to as work) to Eclipse Talent Agency, hereby agree to
the following:
This agreement shall apply to all creative written work submitted to Eclipse Talent Agency for
representation and evaluation, in whatever form, including but not limited to; treatments, story
summaries, screenplays, teleplays, manuscripts, and all other creative proposals. Writer acknowledges
that while the copyright laws of the United States recognize the proprietary nature of original works, said
laws also recognize that it is the expression of ideas, not ideas themselves, which may become
proprietary. By submitting any work to Eclipse Talent Agency for review in connection with the potential
representation thereof by Eclipse Talent Agency, Writer hereby acknowledges that Eclipse Talent Agency
may have previously created, or obtained, or may in the future create, or obtain similar work. In such
case, Writer acknowledges that the production of any such work would not constitute an infringement of
Writer's work. Accordingly, Writer hereby agrees that in the event that Eclipse Talent Agency shall at any
time in the future represent any writer with work independently of Writer's work, but of a similar nature
of Writer's work, Writer hereby waives any and all claims based thereupon against Eclipse Talent Agency
for infringement of Writer's work. Writer acknowledges that the execution of this Submission Release
Agreement is of the essence of Eclipse Talent Agency’s review of Writer's work, and is made by Writer
freely and voluntarily, as an express condition of Eclipse Talent Agency’s review of Writer's work.
Furthermore, Writer hereby gives full permission for Eclipse Talent Agency to showcase the work, for the
purposes of evaluation and entertainment. Writer fully understands that Writer may or may not be
accepted for representation, based on the work, and should Writer not be represented now, Writer may
be represented at a later date.
By submitting my work to Eclipse Talent Agency, I agree and accept all of the above conditions.
Writer's Signature: _________________________________________________________
Date: ___________________________________

Print Name: _________________________________________________________________
Address: ____________________________________________________________________
City: _______________________________________________________________________
State: ___________________________________ Zip Code: ________________________
Phone Number: _______________________________________________________________
Website: ____________________________________________________________________
Email: ______________________________________________________________________

